Introduction
============

Elucidating the processes that drive the evolution of genome landscapes is critical to understand the functional constraints acting on genome architecture. One long-standing issue is to understand the causes of the huge variation in genome sizes among eukaryotic taxa. It is well known that most of the variability in genome size is due to differences in the amount of noncoding DNA, that is, to variation in gene density. Gene density varies not only between taxa but also within genomes. Notably, in mammals, there is a 16-fold variation in gene density between GC-rich and GC-poor genomic regions ([@mst185-B56]; [@mst185-B44]). This variation is not only due to differences in the length of intergenic regions but also due to differences in intron lengths ([@mst185-B24]; [@mst185-B44]).

Such variation in genome compactness, affecting both introns and intergenic regions, necessarily results from the differential accumulation of deletions or insertions (indels). Various processes, operating at different scales, can cause indel mutations: mobilization of transposable elements, strand slippage during replication, errors during the repair of DNA double-stranded breaks, unequal crossovers, and so forth. The majority of indels correspond to small insertions and deletions, affecting only a few base pairs. More than 75% of these small indels correspond to tandem duplications or deletions ([@mst185-B76]; [@mst185-B41]; [@mst185-B72]; [@mst185-B54]; [@mst185-B71]; [@mst185-B55]) and most probably result from strand slippage ([@mst185-B70]; [@mst185-B47]; reviewed in [@mst185-B29]). The rate of small indel mutation is therefore strongly dependent on the presence of short tandem repeats and can become extremely high as the number of repeated units increases (e.g., in microsatellites; [@mst185-B25]; [@mst185-B74]; [@mst185-B40]; [@mst185-B45]; [@mst185-B55]; reviewed in [@mst185-B26]). Large indels (including transposable element insertions) are much less frequent than small indels, but---due to their size---represent a major contribution to the evolution of genome size (reviewed in [@mst185-B30]). What remains unclear is to what extent the accumulation of indels is driven by selective or nonadaptive forces, that is, to what extent the variation in genome compactness has any functional significance ([@mst185-B11]; [@mst185-B19]; [@mst185-B62]; [@mst185-B60], [@mst185-B61]; [@mst185-B58]; [@mst185-B65]; [@mst185-B63]).

Indel mutations might be subject to natural selection either because they directly disrupt the nucleotide sequence of a functional element, or because the length (and not necessarily the sequence per se) of the region affected by the indel is functionally important. For example, there is evidence that the length of introns is under selective pressure: A minimum intron size is necessary for efficient splicing ([@mst185-B59]), but long introns appear to be counterselected in highly expressed genes (possibly to minimize the cost of the transcription ([@mst185-B12]). It is also in principle possible that indel mutations are affected by the process of biased gene conversion (BGC), which might increase the probability of fixation of insertion over deletions (or vice versa) in regions of high recombination rate ([@mst185-B43]; [@mst185-B23]; [@mst185-B46]). Finally, it is possible that genome-wide variation in gene density predominantly reflects variation in the underlying indel mutation patterns.

Many studies, based on interspecies genome comparisons, have shown that the indel density (events per nucleotide) varies at different scales across the genome ([@mst185-B31]; [@mst185-B7]; [@mst185-B73]; [@mst185-B8]; [@mst185-B32]; [@mst185-B3]; [@mst185-B41]; [@mst185-B52]; [@mst185-B72]; [@mst185-B50]; [@mst185-B75]; [@mst185-B14]; [@mst185-B18]; [@mst185-B21]; [@mst185-B42]; [@mst185-B49]; [@mst185-B54]; [@mst185-B71]; [@mst185-B13]; [@mst185-B15]; [@mst185-B45]). Interestingly, [@mst185-B57] recently reported that both in birds and in human, the ratio of deletion to insertion rate (rDI) is positively correlated with recombination, and hence that recombination leads to genome contraction (but see Discussion). However, it was not investigated whether this variation results from differences in the underlying indel mutation patterns or from fixation biases (i.e., differences in the probability of fixation of insertion and deletion mutations, due to natural selection or BGC). Several approaches, based on the analysis of polymorphism and/or divergence, can be used to distinguish between these hypotheses. First, if a fixation bias tends to favor deletions over insertions, then the distribution of derived allele frequency (DAF) should be shifted toward higher frequencies for deletions as compared with insertions (and vice versa if the fixation bias favors insertions over deletions; [@mst185-B10]). Thus, analysis of the derived insertion and, separately, deletion allele frequency spectra can be used to detect and quantify allele frequency differences between the two types of mutations. Indeed, in a recent analysis of approximately 6,000 indels located in genic regions (transcription units and their flanking regions; [@mst185-B5]), [@mst185-B66] observed that on average deletions segregate at lower frequencies than insertions and concluded that deletions experience a stronger level of purifying selection in genic regions. A second approach, derived from the McDonald--Kreitman test ([@mst185-B53]), consists of contrasting patterns of indel polymorphism to divergence: Under the null hypothesis that insertions and deletions share equal fixation probabilities, the rDI is expected to reflect mutation biases alone and thus to be the same for polymorphic and fixed indels. Conversely, if selection (or BGC) tends to favor deletions over insertions, rDI should be larger for fixed than for polymorphic indels (and vice versa if selection favors insertions over deletions). If a fixation bias is detected, one possibility to distinguish selection from BGC consists in analyzing the relationship with recombination. Indeed, given that BGC is directly associated to meiotic recombination, a key prediction of this model is that the fixation bias in favor of deletions (or insertions) should be strongly correlated with crossover rate.

Critical to these population genetic tests is the accurate identification of ancestral and derived states. Polarization, that is, the distinction of an insertion from a deletion, typically relies on the detection of gaps in multiple species sequence alignments. In humans, the inference of indels has been greatly improved by the recent whole genome sequencing of closely related primate species ([@mst185-B14]; [@mst185-B42]; [@mst185-B54]; [@mst185-B71]; [@mst185-B15]; [@mst185-B45]; [@mst185-B2]). On average, the indel mutation rate is relatively low: The density of polymorphic indels in the human genome is eight times lower than that of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) ([@mst185-B55]), in agreement with estimates of mutation rates inferred from the analysis of disease-causing mutations ([@mst185-B51]). Hence, given the short evolutionary distances between humans and the other sequenced primate genomes, the probability of homoplasy (i.e., multiple indel mutations at the same locus) is a priori expected to be low for the vast majority of genomic positions. However, there is evidence (based on the analysis of polymorphism and divergence) that indel mutation rate varies very widely across sites, not only at microsatellite loci ([@mst185-B25]; [@mst185-B74]; [@mst185-B40]; [@mst185-B45]; [@mst185-B55]; reviewed in [@mst185-B26]) but also in the rest of the genome ([@mst185-B42]; [@mst185-B55]). There is therefore a possibility of polarization errors due to homoplasy at indel mutation hotspots. Yet, this risk of error is largely ignored and attention to accurate inference of the evolutionary history of indels has lagged considerably (with notable exceptions, e.g., [@mst185-B17]; [@mst185-B22]; [@mst185-B4]; [@mst185-B35]).

Here, we analyze the approximately 1.6 million indels recently determined from genome-wide population-scale sequencing projects (The 1000 Genomes Pilot 1 Project; [@mst185-B1]; [@mst185-B55]) to ascertain whether insertions and deletions are differentially affected by selection pressure or BGC. We demonstrate that the signal of nonneutral evolution is in fact essentially artifactual and can be explained by the highly heterogeneous rates of indel mutation throughout the genome. Indeed, we find that the earlier mentioned standard tests of molecular evolution are very sensitive to indel homoplasy at sites of elevated mutation rates, which leads to errors in the identification of indel event (insertion vs. deletion) and polarization (derived vs. ancestral allele). Given the very strong heterogeneity in indel mutation rate across the genome, classic selection tests, when applied to indels, should be interpreted with caution.

Results
=======

Polymorphic Indels
------------------

To evaluate the impact of indels on genome architecture, we analyzed data provided by the 1000 Genomes Pilot 1 Project ([@mst185-B1]; [@mst185-B55]). Indels were identified in 179 individuals across three panels of Yoruban (YRI), Northern and Western European (CEU), and a combined Japanese/Chinese (JPTCHB) ancestry, providing an unprecedented genome-wide (autosomal only) catalogue of 1,582,703 indels at the population level ([@mst185-B55]).

Polarization
------------

Indels in the 1000 Genomes Pilot 1 project were identified as sequence length differences with respect to the human reference sequence (National Center for Biotechnology Information \[NCBI\] build 36). To distinguish insertions from deletions, we applied the principle of parsimony to determine ancestral and derived alleles using the primate phylogeny ((((human, chimpanzee), gorilla), orangutan), macaque) of the 44-way multiple species alignments available from University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Bioinformatics ([@mst185-B37]). We only considered genomic sites for which, in addition to the two human alleles (long and short), at least two of the four nonhuman primate sequences were present in the multiple alignment. To limit the risk of polarization error due to homoplasy, we selected indels for which all sequences were in agreement with a single, human-specific insertion or deletion. This strict procedure resulted in successful polarization of 54% of indels, giving a genome-wide estimate of 274,962 insertions and 578,298 deletions, respectively ([@mst185-B55]; see Materials and Methods for details). Indels range in size from 1 to 50 bp and follow the standard power-law frequency distribution of size with the majority (49%) of 1 bp in length. Despite our efforts to improve the reliability of our inference of the ancestral state by using multiple outgroups of closely related species ([@mst185-B4]), we refer to these variants throughout the text as estimated insertions and deletions, due to the continued possibility of polarization error using the parsimony approach.

Comparison of Estimated DAF for Insertions and Deletions
--------------------------------------------------------

To detect a potential fixation bias that could contribute to the preferential accumulation of insertions rather than deletions (or vice versa), we sought to evaluate the DAF spectra of insertions and deletions, separately. However, polarization error will confound analysis of indel allele frequencies in two ways: First, errors will lead to misidentification of an insertion as a deletion (and vice versa). Second, polarization error will lead to error in the DAF due to incorrect identification of the ancestral state. Importantly, we refer to the estimated DAF (eDAF, i.e., including polarization errors) throughout the text to distinguish between our estimated frequencies and the true DAF.

Consistent with previous results ([@mst185-B66]), analysis of the eDAF spectra for polymorphic insertions and deletions inferred from 1000 Genomes data reveals that genome-wide insertions segregate at significantly higher frequencies than deletions (4.8% difference in mean segregation frequencies in YRI, *P* \< 10^−16^, Mann--Whitney test of differences in frequency distribution; [fig.1](#mst185-F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*; see [supplementary fig. S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) \[[Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) online\] for eDAF spectra of all populations). Previously, authors interpreted the higher eDAF of human-specific insertions to result from stronger negative selection pressure on deletions ([@mst185-B66]). If the main reason for this apparent selective pressure against deletions is that they tend to disrupt functional elements, then this signature of selective pressure should be absent in nonfunctional sequences. We therefore analyzed indel eDAF spectra in ancestral repeats (ARs), which are generally considered as good neutral markers, essentially devoid of functional elements ([@mst185-B73]; [@mst185-B32]; [@mst185-B50]). Interestingly, we observed that the difference in eDAF between insertions and deletions is the same for indels located in ARs as compared with non-AR noncoding sequences ([fig. 1](#mst185-F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Hence, the apparent difference in fixation dynamics between insertion and deletion cannot be attributed to the disruption of functional elements. A remaining hypothesis is that the deleterious effect of deletions is due to their impact on the length of sequences. We observed that the difference in eDAF between insertions and deletions is the same for indels located in introns and intergenic regions ([supplementary figs. S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) and [S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) online). Thus, this apparent selective pressure cannot be attributed specifically to constraints acting on intron lengths. In other words, according to the selectionist hypothesis, this pattern would reflect a selective pressure against the shortening of the whole genome, which seems a priori unlikely. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 1.eDAF spectra for polymorphic deletions (solid bars) and insertions (hash bars) by genome annotation, segregating in the YRI population. (*A*) All indels; (*B*) all indels compared with indels in ARs, and non-AR noncoding sequence. Error bars represent 1 SEM, using a binomial distribution to model the eDAF.

An alternative possibility is that the fixation bias in favor of insertions results from BGC ([@mst185-B43]; [@mst185-B23]; [@mst185-B46]). For example, if the repair of gaps in heteroduplex DNA tends to favor long alleles over short alleles then one would expect to see an increase in the probability of transmission of long alleles, specifically in regions of high recombination. To test this prediction, we computed the difference in mean eDAF between insertions and deletions for indels located in regions of different recombination, using crossover rates as a proxy measure for total recombination rate. As a positive control, we computed on the same population data set, the difference in mean eDAF between SNPs resulting from AT to GC (WS) changes versus GC to AT (SW) changes. In agreement with previous studies ([@mst185-B69]; [@mst185-B38]), we found that the difference in eDAF for WS and SW changes increases steadily with local crossover rates, from approximately 1% in regions of low recombination to approximately 5% in regions of high recombination ([fig. 2](#mst185-F2){ref-type="fig"}*A*). The same pattern is observed in all populations and is consistent with BGC in favor of GC alleles ([@mst185-B23]). In contrast, the difference between insertion and deletion eDAF shows very little variation with crossover rate. In YRI, there is a weak increase of this difference (from ∼4% in regions of low recombination to ∼5% in regions of high recombination; [fig. 2](#mst185-F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*). However, this trend is barely detectable in the two other populations. Notably, the magnitude of the difference in eDAF in low recombining regions (where the DAF is not expected to be affected by BGC) is greater in all populations than the slight increase with crossover rate ([fig. 2](#mst185-F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Hence, BGC cannot be the main explanation for the observed difference in eDAF between insertions and deletions. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 2.Difference in mean eDAF as a function of local crossover rates between (*A*) AT to GC (weak to strong: WS) and GC to AT (strong to weak: SW) SNPs and (*B*) insertions and deletions. Sequence variants are shown segregating in the YRI (red), CEU (blue), and JPTCHB (green) populations.

If both natural selection and BGC fail to explain the observations, it is possible that the difference in eDAF between insertions and deletions is due to an artifact in the identification of mutation events. This hypothesis is further explored later.

eDAF Spectra Are Sensitive to Indel Polarization Errors
-------------------------------------------------------

The estimation of DAF spectra is highly sensitive to the accurate identification of derived and ancestral states. To illustrate this, let *f* denote the frequency of an indel polymorphism for which the true derived allele corresponds to a deletion segregating in the population. In the case of indel homoplasy due to the same deletion occurring in the outgroup, this will lead to polarization error via the parsimony approach: At this locus, an indel will erroneously be considered as corresponding to an insertion event segregating at frequency (1 -- *f*). Given that the majority of derived alleles are rare (i.e., *f* is generally much smaller than 50%), on average, the misidentified alleles will segregate at frequencies (1 -- *f*) much greater than 50%: thus, polarization errors lead to a systematic shift in the inferred eDAF spectra toward higher frequency alleles. Moreover, if the two types of mutation occur at different rates, then one expects more cases of homoplasy for the mutation type that has the highest rate ([@mst185-B27]). It has been shown that this artifact has a substantial impact on the eDAF spectra of human SNPs, notably at CpG sites, which leads to spurious signatures of natural selection ([@mst185-B34]). In the case of indels, the genome-wide estimate of rDI (2.22) indicates that deletions outnumber insertions. Hence, we expect more cases of deletions misidentified as insertions (i.e., rDI is in fact underestimated) and a subsequent overestimation of the insertion eDAF.

Loci subject to intrinsically high indel mutation rates are expected to experience elevated frequency of indel homoplasy and hence polarization errors. Because of the potential impact on the inference of derived and ancestral states, we sought to identify indel hotspots, that is, sequence contexts with high indel mutation rate, to reanalyze separately the eDAF of insertions and deletions taking into consideration their local sequence complexity. For instance, the indel mutation rate is on average about eight times lower than the base replacement mutation rate ([@mst185-B51]; [@mst185-B55]). However, the indel density is highly heterogeneous across the genome, varying up to several orders of magnitude higher than the SNP density ([@mst185-B55]). Thus, here we define indel hotspots as regions for which the indel density exceeds the SNP density. These regions were identified first by considering repetitive sequences using recent annotations of exact tandem repeats and setting tract length thresholds such that the indel density exceeds the SNP density (see Materials and Methods). Additionally, we considered near-repetitive tracts consisting of repeat units nontandemly arrayed and for which their predicted indel mutability, based on a quantitative model of strand slippage, exceeds the SNP rate (see Materials and Methods for details; [@mst185-B55]). Note that, true to their name, indel hotspots account for approximately 4% of the genome, yet are substantially enriched in indels (681,526 events corresponding to 43%; [@mst185-B55]), for which only 23% (156,109 events) could be successfully polarized. Nonrepetitive (NR) sequences were defined by excluding such regions (901,178 events, 77% polarized).

We observe strong heterogeneity in the eDAF of insertions and deletions according to their local sequence context. In particular, the differences in insertion versus deletion eDAF are most notable in indel hotspot contexts that account for up to an 8.6% difference in mean segregation frequencies (*P* \< 10^−16^), compared with 2.1% for indels in NR context ([fig. 3](#mst185-F3){ref-type="fig"}; see [supplementary fig. S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) \[[Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) online\] for all populations). We observed exactly the same trend in ARs and non-AR regions ([supplementary figs. S5](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) and [S6](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) online). Thus, the signal of fixation bias appears to be much stronger at sites where the inferred indel mutation rate is higher. Again, this observation is difficult to resolve with selection: If indels were subject to selection because of their impact on the length of sequences, then this selective pressure should not vary with mutation rate; and if indels were counterselected because they disrupt functional elements, then one would have expected a stronger signature of selection in non-AR NR regions, which are enriched in functional elements compared with ARs and to low-complexity or microsatellite repeats. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 3.Heterogeneity in mean eDAF for polymorphic indels located in various DNA contexts. Shown are frequencies of polymorphic deletions (solid bars) and insertions (hashed bars), separately. Contexts: all indels (All), indel hotspots (hotspot), and nonrepetitive (NR; see Materials and Methods for details). Indels are segregating in the YRI population. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals of the mean.

The observation that the eDAF of indels varies with indel mutation rate is also inconsistent with the BGC model: The process of BGC is independent of the mutation rate, and hence is a priori not expected to be affected by the sequence context. Moreover, whatever the sequence context (indel hotspot or NR), we found no clear covariation of indel eDAF with recombination rate ([supplementary fig. S7](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) online).

Rather, the apparent fixation bias favoring insertions is consistent with the hypothesis of polarization error. We formulated the expected impact of polarization errors on the eDAF spectra for various rDI ([fig. 4](#mst185-F4){ref-type="fig"}*A*, see Materials and Methods). This model demonstrates that even small levels of polarization error can drive large differences in eDAF between insertions and deletions, and the magnitude of this difference depends on the true relative ratio of insertion versus deletion. For example, given an rDI of 2.75 in the NR portion of the genome, we estimated from our theoretical model that a polarization error rate as low as 2--3% would be sufficient to account for the observed approximately 2% disparity in insertion and deletion eDAF ([fig. 4](#mst185-F4){ref-type="fig"}*A*). In contexts known to have high indel rates, such as indel hotspot loci, we expect even larger extent of polarization error and more pronounced disparity in eDAF; this is consistent with what we observe ([fig. 3](#mst185-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, eDAF is sensitive to factors influencing the estimate of the relative proportion of insertion and deletion events, that is, the presence of indel homoplasy. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 4.Theoretical estimation of the difference in insertion and deletion mean eDAF (*A*) and estimated ratio of deletion to insertion (rDI~e~; *B*) as a function of polarization errors, for various true ratios of deletion to insertion events (rDI~t~).

McDonald--Kreitman Test
-----------------------

Our analysis of indels among NR and hotspot contexts revealed that the eDAF spectra are sensitive to polarization errors, and thus the higher segregation frequencies of insertion versus deletion in NR genome (on average ∼2%) may not be an accurate signature of selection. To further investigate the possibility of selection altering fixation of indels, we analyzed patterns of indel divergence in conjunction with polymorphism using a modified McDonald--Kreitman approach ([@mst185-B53]). In the absence of a bias operating to preferentially increase the allele frequencies of one mutation type over the other, insertions and deletions are expected to share equal fixation probabilities. Thus, the ratio of estimated deletions to estimated insertions (rDI~e~; based on polarization using parsimony) at polymorphic loci is expected to equal rDI~e~ at fixed loci.

To compare rDI~e~ for polymorphism with divergence, we obtained indels occurring in the human lineage since divergence from chimpanzee using primate multiple-species alignments and a protocol designed to resemble as closely as possible the criteria used for the polarization of polymorphic indels. First, we focused on the approximately half of the human autosomal genome aligning among at least four primate sequences, that is, human and chimpanzee plus a minimum of two outgroups (a subset of the genomic regions for which polymorphism data were polarized). After applying rigorous quality control criteria to reduce potential alignment artifact (see Materials and Methods for detail), we obtained 520,313 high quality indels. We were able to unambiguously polarize 336,884 indels (65%) for which all orthologous sites support one single event in the human lineage---analogous to the polarized polymorphic indels. Human-specific indels range in size from 1 to 50 bp, with the majority 1 bp (49%) as expected.

To account for regional variation in indel density, we compared rDI~e~ for 276,495 polarized polymorphic indels restricted with the same alignment blocks in which human-specific indel divergence was identified. Note that in terms of eDAF spectra, this subset is representative of the entire set of polymorphic indels (compare [supplementary figs. S8](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) and [S9](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) \[[Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) online\] with [figs. 1](#mst185-F1){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#mst185-F3){ref-type="fig"}, respectively). Among these indels, we observe significantly larger rDI~e~ for polymorphism versus divergence (rDI~e~ polymorphism 2.22, divergence 1.82, *P* \< 10^−16^, chi-square test, one degree of freedom; [table 1](#mst185-T1){ref-type="table"}), which would traditionally be interpreted as evidence of a fixation bias favoring insertions over deletions. However, when we separated the indels into indel hotspot and NR contexts, separately, indel hotspot contexts display an even larger difference in rDI~e~ among polymorphic and fixed events. By contrast, the rDI~e~ in NR contexts are consistent with a significant fixation bias favoring deletions over insertions (rDI~e~ 2.75 for polymorphism and 3.0 for divergence; *P* \< 10^−16^, chi-square test; [table 1](#mst185-T1){ref-type="table"}). Thus, the indels in the hotspot and NR contexts reveal apparently opposite fixation biases, implying that the signature of selection (or BGC) depends on the underlying mutation rate. Table 1.Modified McDonald--Kreitman Tests of the Estimated Deletion to Insertion Ratio (rDI~e~) for Indel Polymorphism versus Divergence.AllHotspot[^b^](#mst185-TF3){ref-type="table-fn"}NR[^c^](#mst185-TF4){ref-type="table-fn"}*N*[^a^](#mst185-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}rDI~e~*N*rDI~e~*N*rDI~e~Polymorphism276,4952.2250,2970.97226,1982.75Divergence336,8841.83 (1.3 × 10^3^)[\*](#mst185-TF5){ref-type="table-fn"}74,4970.38 (6.0 × 10^3^)[\*](#mst185-TF5){ref-type="table-fn"}262,3873.0 (1.9 × 10^2^)[\*](#mst185-TF5){ref-type="table-fn"}[^3][^4][^5][^6][^7]

Cryptic Indel Mutation Hotspots
-------------------------------

In the NR portion of the genome, the eDAF and McDonald--Kreitman analyses provided conflicting results: eDAF spectra support a fixation bias favoring insertions ([fig. 3](#mst185-F3){ref-type="fig"}), whereas the McDonald--Kreitman test implies a bias toward fixation of deletions ([table 1](#mst185-T1){ref-type="table"}). Selection is not a satisfactory explanation, nor do these signals appear to be driven by BGC: There is no discernable difference in rDI for polymorphism versus divergence with respect to local fluctuations in crossover ([supplementary fig. S10](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) online). Given the low indel rate in the NR context of 7.1 × 10^−5^ indel per NR site per million years (inferred from divergence data; 343,880 indels per 808,782,597 sites, and assuming human--chimpanzee divergence time of 6 My; [@mst185-B48]) and the stringent polarization criteria required to infer the ancestral genome (multiple primates consistent with single indel events), we a priori expected low rates of polarization errors in this best-curated subset of indels. Yet, even in the NR context we noted a substantial proportion of indels (24% divergence; 31% polymorphic) that cannot be unambiguously polarized, that is, that occur at loci with evidence for at least two indel events in the primate phylogeny. This high frequency of loci subject to multiple indels raises the possibility that additional, cryptic hypermutable sites remain undetected among the polarized indels, contributing to hidden indel homoplasy and polarization errors even within the portion of the genome a priori not identified as hotspot.

Thus, we sought to quantify the presence of cryptic hotspots and evaluate their impact on the reliability of parsimony and the inferences of the McDonald--Kreitman approach. For simplicity, we focused on indels occurring in alignment blocks of human, chimpanzee, orangutan, and rhesus macaque (HCOR; [supplementary fig. S11](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) online) as these blocks contain the majority (88%) of the indels analyzed in the above comparison of indel polymorphism and divergence. We first defined human insertions and deletions (67,265 and 200,698, respectively) as events occurring along the human branch since divergence from chimpanzee using the orangutan allele to infer the ancestral state. Next, we compared with the rhesus allele at the orthologous position to further distinguish between "simple" events supporting one single indel in the human lineage, that is, unambiguous polarization (orangutan and rhesus agree on ancestral state; 230,086 indels); and complex events at sites with evidence for at least two indels occurring in the primate phylogeny (orangutan and rhesus alleles disagree; 37,877 indels). Using this definition, we observe that a large proportion (14%) of human indels in the NR portion of HCOR alignments correspond to complex indels.

The indel rate estimated by parsimony along the human branch restricted to HCOR blocks is 6.3 × 10^−5^ indel/bp/My. Given the phylogeny and divergence times for the primate species analyzed here ([supplementary fig. S11](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) online) and assuming that indel rates are constant across the phylogeny, it is possible to estimate the expected frequency of complex events (see Materials and Methods and [supplementary text](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) \[[Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) online\] for details). Under the assumption that insertion and deletion rates are uniform across the NR regions, the expected frequency of complex events would be only 0.23%, that is, approximately 60 times lower than what we observed. This huge excess clearly indicates that the indel rate is not uniform across NR sites: Sites that are subject to an indel change in the human branch have a strong probability to experience additional indel changes along at least one branch of the phylogeny. Hence, the NR region contains hotspots of indels which do not correspond to simple repeat contexts. Given that we focused our analyses on noncoding regions, which are essentially neutrally evolving, these indel hotspots are unlikely to result from selection, and hence most probably correspond to indel mutation hotspots.

To gain insights on the density and intensity of these cryptic indel mutation hotspots, we considered a simple model of sequence evolution involving two classes of sites, basal and hidden hotspot, evolving at distinct indel mutation rates. This model involves four parameters: two fixed, the true deletion to insertion ratio (rDI~t~) and the basal indel mutation rate; and two free, hotspot density (i.e., the proportion of sites located in hotspots) and the hotspot intensity (i.e., the ratio of the indel mutation rate in hotspots relative to the basal rate). We explored the space of parameters that could explain the observed frequency of complex events. According to this model, the observed frequency of complex events could be explained by a small fraction (0.1--2%) of sites located in strong mutation hotspots (approximately 200--1,000 × basal rates). Indel mutation rates are known to be extremely dependent on the presence of local repeat structures and can vary up to 1,000-fold according to the number of copies of tandemly repeated motifs ([@mst185-B25]; [@mst185-B74]; [@mst185-B40]; [@mst185-B45]; [@mst185-B55]; reviewed in [@mst185-B26]). Our results suggest that even in NR regions there exist very strong levels of heterogeneity in indel mutation rates.

Errors of the Parsimony Approach due to Strong Heterogeneity of Mutation Rates
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next investigated the impact of this rate heterogeneity on the inference by parsimony of the rate of indel events in human (both for polymorphism and for divergence). Using the range of parameters identified previously (e.g., hotspots at 200- to 1,000-fold basal intensities, 0.1--2% densities), we computed the probabilities of all possible evolutionary scenarios of insertion and deletion across the phylogeny, and then computed the proportion of these scenarios for which the parsimony inference is incorrect (using the same criteria as described previously). There can be two kinds of errors: false discoveries (i.e., indels erroneously identified in the human branch) and false negatives (i.e., indels that occurred in the human branch, but that were not identified as such by parsimony). As shown in [table 2](#mst185-T2){ref-type="table"}, for the range of parameters that we tested, parsimony is expected to lead to a very low false discovery rate (FDR). However, the false negative rate (FNR) is expected to be very high (∼15--17% on average), due to the presence of many sites affected by multiple indels, and for which events cannot be unambiguously inferred by parsimony. Interestingly, the FNR is substantially stronger for deletions than for insertions, which leads to underestimation of the ratio of deletion to insertion ([table 2](#mst185-T2){ref-type="table"}). Thus, the values of rDI~e~ reported in [table 1](#mst185-T1){ref-type="table"} most probably represent an underestimate of the true rDI. Table 2.Expected Parsimony Error Rates due to Indel Rate Heterogeneity, Estimated from Models of Indel Sequence Evolution.MeanRange (Lower)Range (Upper)Deletions FNR[^a^](#mst185-TF8){ref-type="table-fn"}        Divergence0.1700.0640.469        Polymorphism0.1490.0610.327 FDR[^b^](#mst185-TF9){ref-type="table-fn"}        Divergence3.28e−046.30e−051.18e−03        Polymorphism8.36e−052.39e−052.96e−04Insertions FNR        Divergence0.02300.273        Polymorphism0.02000.219 FDR        Divergence3.42e−031.07e−036.49e−03        Polymorphism3.37e−042.26e−046.82e−04rDI~e~[^c^](#mst185-TF6){ref-type="table-fn"} (simple[^d^](#mst185-TF7){ref-type="table-fn"}) rDI~t~ − rDI~e~        Divergence1.217−2.2205.439 rDI~e~ − rDI~e~        Divergence--polymorphism0.067−4.44e−160.214[^8][^9][^10][^11]

It is important to notice that the error rate of parsimony depends on the length of branches in the phylogenetic tree relating the sequences included in the multiple alignment ([supplementary fig. S11](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) and [text](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) for details, [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) online). Because of this, the error rate differs for the analysis of polymorphism and divergence data: Both the FDR and FNR are significantly larger for divergence than for polymorphism (*P* \< 2.2e−16, Welch's *t* test; [table 2](#mst185-T2){ref-type="table"}). These differences in parsimony error rates between polymorphism and divergence indels can lead to significant differences in the rDI~e~, producing false positive signatures of fixation bias. And indeed, among all combinations of parameters that fit with the observed proportion of complex events, nearly one half (41%) produce significant differences (assessed by chi-square tests, *P* \< 0.05, one degree of freedom) in rDI~e~ between indel polymorphism and divergence. In most cases (90%), this bias leads to an apparent fixation bias in favor of deletions. Thus, the McDonald--Kreitman test is sensitive to hidden homoplasy due to cryptic indel hotspots, and is not reliable for indels inferred by parsimony in the presence of intense rate heterogeneity.

Discussion
==========

To determine the relative impact of selection or neutral processes on the evolution of gene density, we sought to ascertain whether the dynamics of allele fixation were different for insertions and deletions. We analyzed a substantial number (853,260) of polymorphic insertions and deletions inferred from the 1000 Genomes pilot project for which the derived and ancestral states could be determined by parsimony via comparisons with multiple primate sequences.

Genome-wide, the eDAF spectra apparently indicate that insertions segregate at higher frequencies than deletions ([fig. 1](#mst185-F1){ref-type="fig"}) and McDonald--Kreitman analysis reveals that the rDI~e~ is larger for indel polymorphism than divergence ([table 1](#mst185-T1){ref-type="table"}). Thus, both results suggest an apparent bias favoring the fixation of insertions over deletions. Although these results are consistent with previous reports of stronger selection acting on deletions versus insertions in transcribed sequences ([@mst185-B66]), here, we assayed indels in genes and intergenic regions; hence, the apparent insertion and deletion segregation bias is a more global property. Thus, we investigated the potential for selection to alter indel allele frequencies by testing two key predictions. First, if deletions were more strongly counterselected than insertions because they disrupt functional elements, then one would expect a stronger signature of selection in regions of the genome likely to harbor functional elements. We observe that the mean allele frequencies of insertions are higher than deletions not only genome-wide but also for indels located in ARs and in noncoding regions ([fig. 1](#mst185-F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*); thus, a role for selection against indels that disrupt functional elements is unlikely. Second, if deletions were subject to selection pressure because of their impact on the length of sequences, then one might a priori expect differences between introns and intergenic regions. Contrary to this prediction, the apparent signature of selection is of the same magnitude in introns and intergenic regions. Thus, we found no evidence consistent with a differential strength of selection acting on deletions versus insertions to account for the apparent segregation distortion of indel allele frequencies, contrary to a recent publication ([@mst185-B66]).

An alternative hypothesis to explain the difference in eDAF between insertions and deletions is that the dynamics of fixation of indel mutations is affected by BGC. [@mst185-B46] recently reported that in *Drosophila*, the rDI ratio (inferred from the analysis of small indels within noncoding regions) is negatively correlated with recombination, specifically for fixed indels. Furthermore, the analysis of polymorphic indels showed that this correlation is not due to a mutagenic effect of recombination, but to an increased rate of fixation of insertions in regions of high recombination. These observations suggest that in *Drosophila*, BGC might favor insertions over deletions ([@mst185-B46]). The authors also observed a negative correlation between rDI (measured on fixed small indels) and recombination in human and in yeast (although the correlation is much weaker than in *Drosophila*). They therefore suggested that BGC might be affecting indels in these species as well.

Our analyses also revealed a weak negative correlation between rDI and crossover rates in human ([supplementary fig. S10](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) online). However, this correlation is the same for fixed and polymorphic indels ([supplementary fig. S10](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) online). Furthermore, although the eDAF of insertions is higher than that of deletions, this apparent bias in favor of insertion shows no significant covariation with crossover rates ([fig. 2](#mst185-F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*), contrary to SNPs, for which we found clear signatures of BGC ([fig. 2](#mst185-F2){ref-type="fig"}*A*). Thus, if BGC is affecting indels in humans, as proposed by [@mst185-B46], its impact appears to be much weaker than on SNPs. In any case, the difference in eDAF between insertions and deletions is almost as strong in regions of very low crossover rates as in regions of high crossover rates ([fig. 2](#mst185-F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*), and hence this apparent fixation bias cannot be explained by crossover-associated BGC. It should be noted that crossovers represent only a small fraction of all recombination events. However, there is evidence that in mammals, rates of crossover are strongly correlated with those of double-strand break formation (i.e., total recombination rate, including both crossovers and noncrossovers; [@mst185-B67]; [@mst185-B9]). Hence, to reconcile our observations with the hypothesis that indels are affected by BGC, one would have to assume that indel--BGC is a process specific to the mechanism of noncrossover resolution, which seems a priori unlikely.

It should be noted that contradictory results have been published regarding the relationship between rDI and recombination in human. Notably, in contrast to our results and those of [@mst185-B46], [@mst185-B57] reported a positive correlation between rDI and recombination in human, in two independent data sets of small indels (a set of indels detected within transposable elements and a set of polymorphic indels in unique sequences). The discrepancies between these studies are probably due to differences in the method of indel detection (species represented in the multiple alignments, filtering of low quality alignments, etc.). In any case, this indicates that the weak correlations detected between rDI and recombination in human should be interpreted with caution.

It is worth noting that the signal of fixation bias in favor of insertions (based on the analysis of eDAF spectra and on the McDonald--Kreitman test) is most prominent in indel hotspots---regions of the genome that display elevated mutation rates. Furthermore, in the NR, that is, "cold" portion of the genome, these classic population genetic tests provide contradictory evidence: eDAF spectra support the preferential fixation of insertions ([fig. 3](#mst185-F3){ref-type="fig"}), whereas the McDonald--Kreitman test supports the preferential fixation of deletions ([table 1](#mst185-T1){ref-type="table"}). These results indicate that the intensity and even the direction of the apparent signal of fixation bias depend on the underlying mutation rate, which is obviously not consistent, neither with selection nor with BGC.

Instead, we propose that the data are consistent with an alternative hypothesis wherein parsimony errors due to hidden homoplasy drive false signatures of natural selection. Indel hotspot contexts show the strongest signature of a fixation bias, according to both segregation frequencies of polymorphic indels and tests of comparison of indel polymorphism versus divergence. Sites experiencing such elevated mutation rate are prone to recurrent and parallel mutations, both within a given lineage and among closely related species, that is, homoplasy. Such homoplasy will contribute to errors in polarization of indels, which systematically bias both the determination of ancestral versus derived alleles, and hence the identification of insertion versus deletion mutations.

Indeed, here we highlight two important aspects of the impact of indel mutation rate heterogeneity on the parsimony inference of indels. First, we reveal strong indel rate heterogeneity even among nonrepetitive sequences. The frequency of NR sites subject to multiple indel events across the primate phylogeny is 60 times higher than expected according to a model of uniform mutation rate. We estimated that a modest fraction of unidentified cryptic hotspots (up to 2% of NR sites) but at intense mutation rates (200--1,000 × basal rate) could account for the observed fraction of unpolarized complex events among high quality indels. Microsatellites, for example, tandem repeats of simple/low complexity sequence are estimated to account for approximately 3% of the human genome ([@mst185-B44]) and known to display intense rates, frequently up to several orders of magnitude higher than basal (reviewed in [@mst185-B26]). Thus, such an estimate of as yet unidentified cryptic hotspots is not unreasonable.

Second, our models further demonstrate that indel rate heterogeneity due to cryptic hotspots leads to systematic errors in the parsimony inference. The eDAF spectra of insertions and deletions are highly sensitive to polarization error due to false positives. Variation in the mutation rate causing changes in the relative ratio of deletion to insertion leads to parsimony errors in determining the ancestral versus derived alleles, and hence systematically bias the eDAF spectra. A partial solution to reduce false positive errors is to include additional closely related outgroup species when identifying indels, as suggested by a recent analysis of indel homoplasy inferred from sequence data among metazoan taxa ([@mst185-B4]). Indeed, requiring at least four primate species allowed us to identify approximately a third of the indels (24% divergence; 31% polymorphic) as loci with evidence for at least two indel events occurring at a single genomic site over the course of approximately 33 My spanning the primate phylogeny analyzed here ([@mst185-B48]). Notably, such sites will go undetected and contribute to error using a trio approach, common among indel studies. It is puzzling that we continue to observe a signal of segregation bias for indels located in the NR genome even after increasing the phylogenetic sampling ([supplementary fig. S8](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) online), given our low estimates of false positives based on the models of indel sequence evolution ([table 2](#mst185-T2){ref-type="table"}). We note that our model of indel sequence evolution is very simplistic, assuming all hotspots have the same intensity, which is unlikely to be the case. Additionally, our theoretical model of eDAF assumes a constant polarization error rate (due to false positives), when it might be the case that the FDR differs for insertions and deletions; moreover, we do not know the true underlying rDI, and the difference in eDAF between insertions and deletions scales dramatically with rDI~t~ ([fig. 4](#mst185-F4){ref-type="fig"}*A*). It is possible that additional factors, such as the sensitivity of indel calling methods, also differ for insertions versus deletions and thus lead to issues with interpretation of the indel DAF spectra.

In addition, our investigation of parsimony inference uncovered a strikingly high FNR in the presence of indel mutation rate heterogeneity, particularly for deletions that occur more frequently than insertions. The large FNR contributes to systematic underestimation of the rates of deletions and insertions, as well as their relative frequencies (e.g., rDI). Notably, parsimony errors differ over short versus long time scales, such that estimates of the indel mutation rate for polymorphism and divergence will be biased to different degrees. Thus, the McDonald--Kreitman test is sensitive to polarization error due to false negatives, and comparisons of indel polymorphism to divergence in the manner presented here (and in [@mst185-B66]), or by using nucleotide substitutions as a neutral proxy (e.g., [@mst185-B64]; [@mst185-B13]) should be interpreted with caution.

In principle, maximum likelihood methods to infer insertions from deletions would constitute an improvement upon parsimony approaches by providing unbiased estimators of insertion and deletion rates, and allowing the estimation of error. However, to date such implementations have remained challenging due to the complexity of modeling indel sequence evolution ([@mst185-B22]; [@mst185-B35]). Models have been developed to reconstruct the most likely scenario of insertions and deletions, taking into account the differences in indel prevalence according to size ([@mst185-B22]). However, these models assume that indel rates are uniform across sites. Recent improvements to alignment accuracy via probabilistic indel models of sequence evolution have tackled the nature of the context dependency of indel rate variation ([@mst185-B35]), yet implementation is currently limited to pairwise sequence alignments and thus cannot be applied to infer ancestral states. Additionally, point mutations may transform a highly indel-prone tandem-repeated context (e.g., microsatellite) into a cold region---and vice versa ([@mst185-B39], and references therein). Thus, indel rates can vary temporally across the phylogeny. The development of a probabilistic indel model of sequence evolution taking into account the heterogeneity of indel mutation rates, both in space and in time, would greatly increase our confidence in the estimates of indel rates from comparative genomic approaches, and hence downstream applications of molecular evolutionary analyses. However, these developments remain technically very challenging. In the meantime, one should remain cautious when interpreting classical selection tests on indel data inferred by parsimony.

Maximum likelihood approaches that allow us to determine the fraction of sites likely error-prone will not, however, identify the particular events themselves. Thus, a first step to improve filtering of homoplasic sites remains characterization of complex events and determination of the underlying sources of cryptic indel mutation rate heterogeneity. Our model indicates that the proportion of cryptic hotspots in the NR genome is nonnegligible, yet it does not provide information on which sites these correspond to. Initial inspection of complex events does not reveal any striking properties: complex indels are distributed uniformly across the genome (data not shown), and they are slightly more AT-rich than simple indels (complex 35% G+C content, simple 41% G+C, *P* \< 10 e−14 Welch's two-sample test). Nor are they overrepresented in microsatellite, simple repeat, or low complexity annotations of the human genome provided by other sources (e.g., Repeat Masker; [@mst185-B68]), as would be expected if fine-tuning of indel hotspot criteria were the explanation for their escape from detection. Identification of cryptic hotspots thus remains an important challenge for future studies.

Classification of the sources of cryptic indel mutation hotspots will not only be important for correct identification of ancestral indel states, but also it will enrich our understanding of the mechanisms of indel mutagenesis. Given divergence times in the range of 6--8 My ([@mst185-B16]), and the overall low rate of indel mutation (approximately one tenth that of point mutation, e.g., [@mst185-B55]), indel homoplasy is traditionally regarded as weak to nonexistent and not considered in analyses of indel evolution. Our models confirm that when indel mutation rates are uniform, parsimony errors are indeed extremely low and thus, on average, indel homoplasy will not be a concern. However, a growing number of studies have illustrated an unprecedented heterogeneity in indel rates genome-wide (e.g., [@mst185-B42]; [@mst185-B45]; [@mst185-B2]; [@mst185-B55])---and thus elucidating the sources of indel variation will be important for understanding dynamics of indel mutation as well as fixation.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Polarization of Polymorphic Indels
----------------------------------

Indels in the 1000 Genomes Pilot 1 project were identified across three population groups: 59 YRI individuals, 60 CEU individuals, and 60 JPTCHB individuals. Indels were polarized using the principle of parsimony to determine ancestral status among the primate species (human hg18, chimpanzee panTro2, gorilla gorGor1, orangutan ponAbe2, and rhesus macaque rheMac2) available in the 44-way multiple species alignments at UCSC Genome Bioinformatics ([@mst185-B37]). Successfully polarized sites required a minimum of two of the four nonhuman primate sequences to align to the two human alleles, and all outgroup sequences to be in agreement with a single, human-specific insertion or deletion. As exact tandem duplications/deletions account for a large majority of indels (discussed earlier), and gap placement in these regions can be arbitrary, the number of tandem copies of the motif present in the indel sequence in each of the aligning genomes was used to identify ancestral states. This strict procedure resulted in successful polarization of approximately 50% of indels, giving a genome-wide (autosomal only) estimate of 274,962 insertions and 578,298 deletions, respectively ([@mst185-B55]). Data sets of indels for analysis of allele frequencies included only those events for which the minor allele was observed in at least one individual in at least one population (to exclude indels that might correspond to errors in the reference genome): This corresponded to 622,379 indels (YRI), 417,190 indels (CEU), and 355,525 indels (JPTCHB).

Identification and Polarization of Indel Divergence
---------------------------------------------------

As we required two outgroups to polarize the polymorphic indel data set (discussed earlier), to identify putative indels occurring in the human lineage since divergence with chimpanzee, we focused on alignment blocks of the autosomal genome containing human and chimpanzee plus a minimum of two additional primate sequences. We applied rigorous quality control criteria to reduce potential alignment artifact by excluding overlapping MAF blocks, overlapping and adjacent indel events ([@mst185-B42]). This protocol (implemented in GALAXY; [@mst185-B6]) resulted in 520,313 indels, of which 336,884 (65%) were unambiguously polarized as one single human-specific insertion/deletion.

Theoretical Predictions of the Impact of Polarization Errors on eDAF and rDI~e~
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We computed the impact of polarization error on the estimated ratio of deletion to insertion (rDI~e~) as follows. Let rDI~t~ denote the ratio of true deletion (*D*~t~) to true insertion (*I*~t~), and the polarization error. One can compute the estimated number of deletions (*D*~e~): and likewise the estimated number of insertion (*I*~e~):

From the above equations, the estimated rDI~e~ can be expressed as follows:

Similarly, one can derive the relationship between the estimated mean DAF, , for deletions (insertions) and polarization error. For a Wright--Fischer population of *n* chromosomes, the expected number of mutations present in *i* copies and segregating at a given DAF, , can be approximated from the Poisson random distribution by , where *k* represents a constant ([@mst185-B28]). Thus, for example, the true number of deletions segregating at frequency, , can be approximated by and the true number of insertions can be formulated in terms of the number of true deletions and the rDI~t~:

It follows that at each frequency, the estimated number of deletions will be the sum of deletions inferred correctly at that frequency and insertions, misidentified due to the presence of polarization error, segregating at frequency 1 − *f*:

By substituting [equations (4)](#mst185-M4){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(5)](#mst185-M5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we can reduce [equation (6)](#mst185-M6){ref-type="disp-formula"} to the following: and further algebraic reduction yields,

Likewise, we can estimate the number of insertions as follows: and simplify algebraically to

The deletion (insertion) for various rDI~t~ can then be obtained by taking the sum over all frequencies of the product of the proportion of estimated deletions at that frequency and the DAF, for example,

Indel Hotspot Contexts
----------------------

Throughout the text, we define indel hotspots as repetitive and near-repetitive tracts for which the indel density exceeds the SNP density, determined as follows. Repetitive tracts were defined as DNA sequence segments that consist of at least two tandem direct repeats of any DNA segment (unit) of length 1--24 bp. The last segment does not need to be complete, so that the length of the repetitive tract can be any number of nucleotides, but at least twice the unit length. Indel hotspots include repetitive regions with a tract length exceeding a threshold arbitrarily chosen so that sites had an indel diversity at least equal to the diversity due to SNPs (having tract lengths of: mononucleotide runs ≥6 bp; dinucleotide runs ≥9 bp; trinucleotide runs ≥11 bp; tetranucleotide runs ≥13 bp; pentanucleotide runs ≥14 bp; hexanucleotide runs ≥16 bp; and runs of 18 bp or more for unit lengths 7--24). Sites of near-repetitive genome sequence, where local indel densities were predicted to exceed the SNP density, were determined by a probabilistic version of Streisinger's classic strand slippage model of local indel mutation rate ([@mst185-B70]; [@mst185-B47]) that takes into consideration nontandemly arrayed direct repeats of up to 20 bp in length and interspersed at distances of up to 20 bp (see [@mst185-B55] for details). NR sequences were defined by excluding such regions.

Genomic Annotations
-------------------

ARs were defined as DNA elements, LTRs, LINEs, and SINEs ancestral to the human--macaque divergence ([@mst185-B42]). Non-AR noncoding regions were defined by excluding Gencode v3b annotations of genes ([@mst185-B33]), GERP++ annotations of evolutionary constrained regions ([@mst185-B20]), and ARs. Introns and intergenic regions were similarly defined using Gencode v3b gene annotations.

Analysis of SNPs
----------------

Data sets of SNPs and their allele frequency in YRI, CEU, and JPTCHB populations were downloaded from the 1000 Genome Pilot Project ([@mst185-B1]: <ftp://ftp-trace.ncbi.nih.gov/1000genomes/ftp/pilot_data/paper_data_sets/a_map_of_human_variation/>, last accessed October 24, 2013). To polarize SNPs, we used information about the ancestral allele included in VCF files, which derives from the four-way EPO alignments (for more details, see <ftp://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/pilot_data/technical/reference/ancestral_alignments/README>, last accessed October 24, 2013). We excluded polymorphic sites with more than two alleles (0.01% of all SNPs). We also excluded SNPs for which the indicated ancestral allele was unknown, unsure (i.e., in lower case in the VCF file) or did not match any of the two alleles. These three categories correspond, respectively, to 4%, 9%, and 0.6% of the initial data set. Finally, we excluded SNPs in a CpG context (i.e., for which one of the two alleles was part of a CpG dinucleotide), to avoid problems of homoplasy at these hypermutable sites. The final data sets include, respectively, 4,992,265 SNPs (CEU), 6,913,465 SNPs (YRI), and 3,969,354 SNPs (JPTCHB).

Recombination Data
------------------

Local crossover rates were obtained from HapMap Phase 2 data ([@mst185-B36]) and calculated in 5-kb windows centered on each polymorphic site (indel or SNP).

Model of Indel Sequence Evolution
---------------------------------

We considered a model of indel sequence evolution, according to which a sequence site can have two indel states, insertions and deletions denoted X and Y. The transition rates between these two states are denoted by *u* (rate of deletion) and *v* (rate of insertion), respectively. Given the equilibrium frequencies of and for X and Y, respectively, and the following instantaneous rate matrix *Q*: one can derive the transition probability matrix *P* which specifies the probabilities of observing any of the possible transitions among states at time *t* conditional on the probability of the state X or Y at time *t* = 0. Assuming that *u* and *v* are constant over time, the transition probability matrix *P* can be used to calculate the probabilities of every possible evolutionary scenario along each branch of the phylogenetic tree (see [supplementary text](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) \[[Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) online\] for details).

The phylogeny and divergence times that we used as parameters of the model ([supplementary fig. S11](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) online) correspond to the subset of four species (human, chimpanzee, orangutan, and rhesus macaque, HCOR) that are present in the alignments used to detect the majority (88%) of indels. The transition rates *u* and *v* estimated by parsimony in the human branch for NR regions in HCOR blocks (708,052,484 bp) are 4.7 × 10^−5^ deletion/bp/My and 1.6 × 10^−5^ insertions/bp/My, respectively (given an estimated human--chimpanzee divergence time of 6 My; [@mst185-B48]).

Supplementary Material
======================

[Supplementary text](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) and [figures S1--S11](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst185/-/DC1) are available at *Molecular Biology and Evolution* online (<http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/>).
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